We propose germanium-rich silicon germanium waveguides as a basic building block for polarization insensitive circuitry on silicon. In this work a detailed study of SiGe waveguides geometries is performed to find optimal parameters to simultaneously obtain low polarization sensitivity and single mode operation at λ=1.55µm. The polarization dependence of the effective index, group index and dispersion coefficient is investigated. Optimized geometries are tolerant to fabrication errors and can be realized with the current state of the art CMOS technology. As a next step polarization insensitive multimode interference structures have been designed.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing data consumption communications, systems and data centers are pushed to their limits. New solutions have to be introduced to obtain large bandwidth, fast and low power consumption communication systems. Optical interconnects have been identified as an efficient solution. In this context, a CMOS compatible platform is of great interest to take advantage of mature and low cost silicon (Si) technology. Germanium (Ge) is a promising candidate for a unified photonic platform on silicon. For the past decade, Ge pseudo direct band gap properties have been used to demonstrate: laser sources 1, 2 , efficient modulators 3, 4 and photodetectors [5] [6] [7] [8] with low power consumption and remarkable high speed performances. However, straightforward integration of Ge rich high quality active devices with passive circuitry is difficult due to 4% lattice mismatch between Si and Ge. In order to obtain fully relaxed SiGe epilayers while keeping a low density of threading dislocations, we chose an integration scheme based on graded buffer.. This approach has been successfully employed to demonstrate low loss waveguides, by confining light in Ge rich SiGe layer placed on top of the graded buffer, and the integration of active devices based on Ge quantum wells 9 . Moreover, we have recently demonstrated the possibility to obtain low footprint 90° turns and asymmetric Mach Zehnder interferometers 10 . Up to now, only TE-mode propagation has been considered, while polarization dependence is an inherent problem to integrated photonic circuits. In the following, we show that these Ge-rich Si 1-x Ge x waveguides can also be used to tackle the polarization dependence. A detailed study of waveguide geometries is performed to find optimal parameters leading to low polarization sensitivity single mode waveguides at λ=1.55µm. Optimized geometries are tolerant to fabrication errors as they allow more than 10 nm etching depth errors which is larger than typical tolerance in CMOS foundries. Based on these waveguides multimode interference structures (MMI) have been designed to operate simultaneously in TE and TM polarizations. This work paves the way to the polarization insensitive passive circuitry on bulk silicon substrate. Fig.1(a) ) can be used to obtain low loss Ge-rich SiGe waveguides, while the germanium concentration of the guiding layer is high enough to be used as a virtual substrate for further growth of Ge rich layers for active components 
WAVEGUIDE SIMULATION
The birefringence can be defined as the difference between effective indexes between TE and TM modes or as the difference between their group indexes. Effective index difference will induce a phase difference between TE and TM modes after propagation in the waveguide, which is proportional to this effective index difference and to the waveguide length. However the waveguide geometry can be optimized to minimize this value. Additionally single mode operation is usually preferred. Hence, numerical simulations have been performed to find waveguide geometries that satisfy these requirements. Effective indexes of TE and TM modes have been calculated for etching depths ranging from 0.2µm to 2µm and widths from 1 to 3µm. The effective index difference is reported in Fig. 2(a) . Effective index birefringence can be canceled for etching depths between 0.9 and 2µm and waveguide widths between 1 and 2.5µm according to the zero birefringence line. In the same time single mode operation can be achieved with those geometries. However, most of these geometries are not viable due to the fabrication errors that can be introduced during device processing. Hence, among low birefringence geometries matching single mode propagation condition, the most stable to variations have to be selected. Consequently, two configurations have been chosen: Fig.2 (b) , configuration 1 and Fig.2(c) , configuration 2. These two geometries give an effective index difference between TE and TM modes as low as 1E-6 which means that the modes will be π shifted only after propagation over 77.5cm distance. This value is far bigger than the typical distances used for modern chipscale interconnects and makes SiGe waveguides a particularly interesting solution for polarization dependence problem. The fabrication tolerance margins have been calculated for these waveguides and are reported below in Table 1 . These margins give the typical allowed values for fabrication errors that still give Δneff as low as 1E-4, (corresponding to a π shift after a propagation length of 7.75mm). As seen, the configuration 1 (waveguide width = 2 µm, etching depth = 0.984µm) is more robust in terms of fabrication errors and is hence more suitable for passive circuitry implementation.
Widening Narrowing Overetching Underetching For applications sensitive to group index difference such as arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG), the behavior of the group index with waveguide geometrical parameters have to be investigated in TE and TM polarizations. The group indexes were calculated as following 11 : for each waveguide the effective index dependency with the wavelength has been fitted with a 5 th order polynomial function and the group indexes are deduced according to the equation (1):
As a result, group index birefringence mappings were obtained (Fig.3 ) Figure 3 . Influence of geometrical parameters on group index birefringence: Δng=ng TE -ng TM maps, *-configuration 1 waveguide position, +-configuration 2 waveguide position
As can be seen from the mappings, configuration 1 and configuration 2 waveguides have a higher birefringence from group index point of view: -1E-3 and -1E-4 respectively. Even if using the configuration 2 waveguide a  phase shift between TE and TM propagation modes is obtained for propagation length higher than 7mm, this design is not tolerant to the fabrication errors and thus makes it unusable for processing. For the configuration 1, the group birefringence is high. Consequently, a different geometry has to be optimized if we target low group index birefringence. For instance, 2µm waveguide have to be etched down to 1.467µm to obtain a group index birefringence lower than 1E-5. It has to be noted that transitions are possible between different waveguide geometries in the same chip, to benefit from optimized designs for each part of the circuit.
Finally it is also interesting to investigate the dispersion coefficient. In a dispersive medium, signals with different frequencies will propagate with different velocities thus the shape of a propagating pulse will be affected. Through the dispersion coefficient one can evaluate the pulse distortion. Hence, second derivative of the effective index have been used to calculate the dispersion coefficient for TE and TM polarizations. TE dispersion coefficient and dispersion coefficient birefringence are reported in Fig.4 below: From dispersion coefficient calculation several interesting properties of Ge-rich SiGe waveguide arise. Ge-rich waveguides have positive dispersion coefficient: between 1950 and 2500 ps/nm/km depending on geometrical configuration. The value of this coefficient is of the same order of magnitude that the absolute value of the one obtained in SOI waveguides 12 .Interestingly, dispersion coefficient birefringence for both configurations is quite low: 20ps/nm/km for configuration 2 and 5ps/nm/km for configuration one. Configuration 1 is preferred as it gives lower dispersion coefficient birefringence and simultaneously low effective index birefringence and fabrication robustness. Small difference between dispersion coefficients in TE and TM indicates that pulse dispersion during propagation in TE and TM polarization will be quite similar. 
POLARIZATION INSENSITIVE MMI
Based on the waveguide geometry study and to go further, a polarization insensitive 1x2 MMI has been designed based on the 1 st selected configuration (2µm wide and 0.984µm etched waveguide). The optimized MMI design is presented in Fig.5 (a) . Field intensity profiles for TE and TM polarizations are reported in Fig.5 (b) and Fig.5 (c) . The device performance is quite similar for both polarizations. Indeed, 91.8% transmission is obtained in both cases. Based on this splitter, polarization insensitive Mach-Zehnder interferometer can be demonstrated in future. 
CONCLUSION
The influence of geometrical parameters on Ge-rich SiGe waveguides effective index, group index and dispersion birefringence has been evaluated. The proposed polarization insensitive geometry viability has been studied by calculating its possible tolerance to fabrication errors. The allowed margins are larger than the typical tolerances allowed in current CMOS foundries: variations of +/-50nm on the waveguide width, and +/-10nm on the etching depth allow keeping a polarization independence design. The study of the group index behavior shows that a different geometry has to be implemented if group index birefringence has to be minimized. Moreover, dispersion coefficient is positive and has a low dependency with the polarization and its absolute value is comparable to the dispersion coefficient obtained in SOI waveguides. Based on optimized waveguide geometry, a design of polarization insensitive 1x2 MMI is proposed for further realization of polarization insensitive Mach Zehnder interferometer. These results pave the way for Ge-rich SiGe polarization insensitive circuitry on bulk silicon substrate
